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INTRODUCTION. 

During the period 1966-77, the Dominican Republic achieved remarkable 
progress in terms of institutional stability and a favourable climate for 
private domestic and foreign investment. This was reflected in one of the 
highest rate of growth in the world, when GDP expanded at an annual real rate 
of 11% in the period 1968-74. As a result per capita national income, more 
than doubled in this period. 1 

After the mid-seventies, the D.R. has experienced a sharp deterioration 
of its growth performance and its external position. By 1985 it had an 
external debt/GDP ratio of 64%, which is above the average of 62% for the 
Latin America and Caribbean region as a whole. 2 The D.R's debt crisis that 
emerged in the 1980s, like other indebted developing countries was in part 
caused by adverse external conditions; in part, however, it was the result of 
domestic policy choices. Among the latter, large fiscal imbalances are 
arguably the most important. 3 

The aim of this paper is to examine the role played by the Dominican 
fiscal sector in the industrialization process and in the adjustment to 
external macroeconomic shocks. 

One of the objectives of this paper is to analyse the imbalances in the 
external, private, and fiscal sectors of the economy in order to identify the 
multiple factors, that in our view are the responsible for the fiscal crisis 
of the 80s. 

The paper contains five parts and an statistical appendix. The first part 
is a review of the economic literature on the financing of economic 
development, which will lay the basis for the analysis of the our case study. 
The second part is a historical overview of the development process in the 
Dominican Republic and tries to show how the different conjunctures both at 
the i nterna 1 and external level have come about to drive the development 
process of the country. The third part is the construction of a consistent 
data framework in which to base our case study. This part will provide our 

1 World Bank (1978) "Dominican Republic: It's Main Economic Development 
Problems". 

2 See Statistical Appendix, Table l. 
3 See Cuddington, J. and Asilis, C. (1990) Journal of Latin American 

Studies. Vol.22, No.2. 
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I) FINANCING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK. 

In order to carry-out the complex tasks of socioeconomic development, 
developing countries need to have access to certain level of resources to 
achieve certain level of accumulation . The economic performance of developing 
countries is usually determined by the performance of few sectors in which the 
countries have a comparative advantage related to geographical and natural 
endowments factors. In this sense, a successful domestic accumulation process, 
given an unstable world economy, should be based in a transformation of the 
economic structure as a whole and increased labour productivity in the leading 
sectors of the economy. Increased accumulation and rapid economic development 
can be achieve by a continuous expansion of production and rapid growth of 
national product. 

Development finance is channelized towards development targets through 
the use of fiscal policy. In one or other way fiscal policy is understood as 
measures to increase the general welfare through the public control of 
resources by means of public spending, resource mobilization and so on4• More 
explicitly, fiscal policy is concern with the receipts and expenditures of the 
central government, with the relation between these two flows, and with the 
economic effects of these receipts and expenditures, for all the functions in 
which governments engage5. 

The fiscal capacity of a country can be assess both at the macro and 
mi era levels. The macro approach looks at the determinants of taxation 

. capacity by means of macro indicators, such as national product, foreign 
trade, etc., whereas the micro approach takes into account potential tax bases 
derived from personal income, business income, property, general sales, excise 
and foreign trade taxes. Nevertheless, developing countries differ from one 
another in their development finance structures. These differences are usually 
the result of the particular socio-political and institutional settings 
prevalent in each country. There are many alternative techniques of mobilizing 
resources as well as different sources of finance, in order to allocate them 
towards investment. However, two broad categories of finance can be 
identified, namely internal and external finance. 

Development finance provides real resources to increase the production 

4 See Wolfson, D. (1979) "Public Finance and Development Strategy". 
5 See Hope, K. (1987) "Development Finance and the Development Process". 
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involuntary reduction in consumption. Moreover, consumption may be reduced by 
the process of inflation, and this is regarded as "forced savings" 9• 

The level of voluntary savings and the ratio of voluntary savings to 
national income, will depend on a variety of economic and non-economic 
factors. Thirlwa11 10 has argued that economic factors largely determine the 
ability to save, but the willingness to save may depend on non-economic 
factors as well. The main determinants of the ability to save will be the 
average level of per capita disposable income, the distribution of per capita 
disposable income and the size of the capitalist surplus1~ The willingness 
to save, in turn, will depend on such monetary factors as the existence of 
acceptable and reliable institutions in which to deposit savings; the interest 
rate in relation to risk and time preference; and, in addition, societal 
attitudes towards the accumulation of capital 1~ 

Most of the developing world still has to supplement domestic savings 
with finance from abroad. The inflow of foreign resources eases the savings 
constraint and the foreign exchange constraint. As long as the developing 
country is spending more on investment and government expenditures than it is 
earning from the domestic resources released through private savings and 
taxation, there will be a domestic resource gap that will spill over into the 
balance of payments, with imports greater than exports. This follows from 
national income analysis, in which the uses of national income must equal the 
disposal of national income. The internal imbalance in the resource gap is 
translated into the external imbalance in the foreign exchange gap. 

The resource gap is filled by imports being greater than exports in the 
balance of trade, so that foreign resources are filling the domestic resource 
gap and are allowing the excess of investment and government expenditures to 
be validated in real terms. The foreign exchange gap, however must be filled 
by a capital inflow from overseas, through official development assistance, 
convnercial bank loans, or private foreign investment. External debt 
accumulates when the foreign loans are used to finance an excess of imports 
over exports plus interest payments on existing debt. The working out of the 

9 See Thirlwall, A.P. (1972) "Growth and Development". 
10 Ibidem. 
11 see Thirlwall (1972). 
12 Ibidem. 
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the country's balance of payments position; and has this improvement been used 
to remove the bottlenecks in the supply of capital goods, necessities, 
luxuries or intermediate goods?; b) Were the additional financial resources 
instrumental in raising the rate of growth by increasing investment over the 
level of domestic savings or releasing local savings for consumption of 
necessities, of luxuries or materialise in a higher volume of social services? 
In other words, aid may be considered appropriately utilised if it adds, 
ceteri s pari bus, to investment other than those increasing the output of 
luxuries; or it adds, ceteris paribus, to the consumption of "essentials" 
and/or the output of social services. 

Another question that arises regarding the flow of aid to developing 
countries, is the "absorptive capacity" of the country in question. In other 
words, how much aid can a country take? In theory, any amount of economic aid 
can be absorbed, as an inflow of foreign capital will always increase the 
volume of aggregate domestic expenditure and, if properly used, will result 
in a higher rate of growth of national income. But, the higher this rate, the 
higher the share of imports in the increment of the national income, because 
of the lack of free productive capacities, including the skilled labour force. 
In other words, the effectiveness of the foreign aid measured by the marginal 
ratio of the increment of national income to the additional imports will tend 
to 0, while the ratio of the increment of the aggregate expenditure to the 
additional imports will tend to 117. But before this limit is reached, two 
other factors will set the ceiling to the absorptive capacity of the country. 
Kalecki argues that in the one hand, there will be a problem of financial 
capacity to service the debt if the country decides in taking credits for some 
years. On the other hand, the absorptive capacity wil 1 depend to a great 
extend on the country's availability of skilled manpower of different grades 
and types. 

In analysing the impact of foreign aid to the development process of a 
country, obviously, one has to take into account the type or the form of aid. 
As we mention earlier, foreign aid can be broadly divided in the form of 
grants, credits, and foreign direct investment. Grants should be considered 
as the most desirable type of foreign assistance, since they represent a net 
addition to the resources available for development purposes and, being free 
gifts do not have to be repaid. In the same way, concessional loan when 

17 Ibidem. 
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partly abroad. We are thus in the presence of an endless snowballing process, 
as contrasted with a loan which creates obligations for a definite number of 
years. It may be easily shown that in the long run the impact of continuous 
foreign direct investment on the balance of payments of the recipient country 
must be negative, unless the inflow of foreign investment grows substantially 
from year to year21• For similar reasons, Eshag (1983) argues that if we 
measure the cost of foreign capital in terms of profits remitted on direct 
investment and of interest paid on loans, will generally be higher for direct 
investment. 

On the benefit side, Thirlwall (1972) argues that the demand for labour 
will increase; tax revenue will rise; external economies may be generated; and 
the foreign investment may set up backward and forward linkages and act as a 
stimulus to domestic investment. Furthermore, direct investment from abroad 
is often accompanied by advanced technology and technical expertise. The 
potential is there for a profound impact on indigenous industry, on attitudes, 
and the state of competition. As long as the total increase in productivity 
is not appropriated by the investors and remitted abroad, the less developed 
country will gain from private foreign investment. 

2. Taxation. 
Taxation is one of the main mechanisms by which government can raise 

their level of revenues. It is argue that taxation is a mechanism to achieve 
efficient resource allocation, full employment with price stability, a 
satisfactory distribution of income, and a highly stable rate of economic 
growth. In order to evaluate taxes and the way in which the previous goals can 
be achieved, some criteria have to be taken into account, namely allocational 
efficiency, equity, administrative feasibility, and revenue productivity. The 
fist criterion, allocational efficiency, is concerned with the economic 
effects of taxation on the pattern of resource allocation. Equity refers to 
different taxes and how each tax redistributes income and wealth among the 
citizenry in order to reduce income inequalities. Administrative feasibility 
refers to the problem of how efficiently can a particular tax be administered. 
And finally, revenue productivity means the ability of a tax to maximize 
government revenues. Although there is much consensus in these criteria in 
order to evaluate taxes, there is not agreement on what an ideal tax system 

21 see Kalecki, M. (1976). 
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countries are faced with few hard facts of life: "a poorly conceived tax 
structure; poorly drafted tax laws that are neither responsive to the domestic 
sociocultural environment nor sufficiently able to counteract the tricks of 
large foreign corporations; a partly illiterate population that requires 
intensive canvassing; poorly developed networks of roads and 
teleconvnunications, which hamper assessment and inspection by a field staff. 
Add to this that tax administrators in LDCs compared with the DCs, are poorly 
educated, poorly paid, and lack a long-standing tradition of esprit de corps. 
At the sociocultural level the existence of sharp differences in the 
distribution of income often accompany a feeling among privileged classes 
that they are above the law and can ignore taxed people. Also variations in 
tax effort might be explained to a great extend by differences fo the 
political philosophy and the willingness to tax on the part of the governments 
concerned. Economic constraints are regarded as problems of excess burden and 
horizontal equity, which have serious distributional consequences given large 
income disparities in LDCs". 

It is agreed in the economic literature that no universal tax policy can 
be prescribed to suit all countries25• Nevertheless, it is essential when 
setting up a taxation system for any country to take into account its 
economic, social and political characteristics, particularly relevant are the 
structures of production and trade and the quality of the admi n i strati ve 
machi nery26• 

Moreover, Eshag argues that some essential characteristics of a taxation 
system should be taken into account when considering a taxation strategy: a) 
Equity: measures designed to restrict the growth of private consumption should 
be directed, in the first instance, at the consumption of the higher income 
groups. The degree of these reductions in consumption should depend on the 
level of per capita income. In other words an implementation of a progressive 
system of direct taxation from which the large sectors of the population whose 
income is below subsistence level is exempted. When increasing indirect taxes 
for revenue purposes, these should be levied more heavily on luxuries than 
on necessities; b) Incentives to production: material incentives appear to be 
necessary to stimulate effort on the part of individual producers. However, 
this does not imply that production effort is in every case positively 

25 See Thirlwall, A.P. (1972); Hope, K. (1987); and Eshag, E. (1983). 
26 see Thirlwall, A. (1972). 
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consumption 27• 

Whether the domestic financing of public deficits is inflationary or not 
depends in the short-term on who takes over the respective claims. If it is 
the Central Bank or the Consolidated Banking System, then there is an 
i11111ediate and direct connection between deficit financing and the expansion 
of the monetary base or money supply. On the other hand, deficit finance via 
non-banks is not linked to monetary expansion, or at least not directly. For 
that reason the non-inflationary financing of public debt is generally 
identified with the sale of public bonds to the private sector2~ 

The need for growth of a developing economy will require more money to 
facilitate its transactions and to serve as a liquid asset. The counterpart 
of the increase money stock may include lending to the government by the 
Central Bank and the commercial banks. If the increase in the money stock -
and the counterpart in the form of loans and investments of the banking 
system- does not exceed the quantity that enterprises and households desire 
to hold at stable prices, money creation to finance the government deficit 
wi 11 not be i nfl at i onary29. Furthermore, Goode argues that how much the 
banking system can lend to the government and other borrowers without causing 
i nfl at ion depends on how much money people are willing to hold at stable 
prices. When financing of government expenditure by money creation exceeds the 
non-inflationary limit, total spending in the country becomes greater than 
production valued at stable prices. Prices rise and the balance of payments 
tends to go into deficit. The non-inflationary limit of money creation is not 
rigidly fixed, and there may be some delay in reactions. Especially if prices 
have been stable in the recent past, people may temporarily add to their money 
holdings, and money transactions may take place at the old prices for a time. 
Nevertheless, the experience of i nfl at ion in countries during the past decade, 
has made people sensitive to rising prices and has shortened the lags in 
adjustments30. 

Tanzi and Blejer (1984) point out that when foreign borrowing is 

27 See Thirlwall, A. (1972). 
28 See Reisen, H. and van Traostsenburg, A. (1988) "Developing Country 

Debt: The Budgetary and Transfer Problem". 
29 see Goode, R. (1984) "Government Finance in Developing Countries". 
30 Ibidem. 
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imports in order to free foreign exchange for debt payments 3~ 

Policy responses for external shocks are necessary, in the one hand, 
because an unfavourable shift in the world economic environment produces a 
balance of payments problem, and in the other hand, because these external 
shocks also have repercussions on the domestic economy. In this sense 
governments are faced with three choices. Firstly, governments must decide 
whether external shocks should be met by financing or by adjustment. Secondly, 
they must decide if adjustment should be concentrate on expenditure reduction 
or expenditure switching -that is, on cutting public and private demand or on 
trying to shift that demand, and the demand of foreigners as wel 1, from 
foreign-produced goods to domestically-produced goods. Finally, expenditure 
switching can be attempted either through devaluation or through convnercial 
policies3~ Since we have already dealt with the subject of financing and its 
implications according to the different sources of finance in the previous 
sections, we will concentrate on adjustment policies. 

In adjusting to external shocks, a country should aim to improve the 
trade balance. In the one hand, this may be done by policies such as tax 
increases, cuts in government spending, and restrictions on the credit of the 
banking system. These policies reduce spending in the domestic economy, which 
lowers the demand for imports and, by releasing resources from industries 
serving the domestic market, may in an indirect way lead to increased exports. 
In the other hand, policies such as export subsidies, import controls, and 
devaluation may be used to encourage both indigenous and foreign residents to 
switch their spending from foreign to domestic goods, thus raising exports and 
cutting imports. All of this policies can have adverse effects. Expenditure
reducing policies, by reducing the demand for domestic goods as well as 
imports, typically lead to unemployment and excess capacity. The immediate 
economic and social costs can be large; furthermore, much of the burden often 
falls on investment, which reduces the economy's . future growth prospects. 
Expenditure-switching policies have been regarded as inflationary and can 
easily offset any improvements in the trade balance3~ 

During the decade of the 1980s, most of the developing countries have 

34 see FitzGerald, E.V.K., Jansen, K., and Vos, R. (1988). 
35 See Krugman, P. ( 1988) . 
36 Ibidem. 
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attainment of such a desirable state of affairs is attributed to policy 
failures on the part of governments. However, critics of this approach, 
although agree with the desirability of the outcome, argue that standard 
adjustment packages do not achieve this in theory or in practice {e.g. Taylor, 
1988; Cornia, Jolly and Stewart, 1987; Dell, 1987). It is suggested that 
forced adjustment has in fact taken and undesirable form which involves 
reduced imports and lower economic activity, drastic cuts in government social 
expenditure, and lower rates of private investment combined with forced 
savings adjustment through reduced consumption on the part of the labour 
force. Moreover, these measures do little to improve debt servicing capacity, 
and exacerbate poverty and reduce long-term growth capacity by lowering 
accumulation rates3~ 

In this section we have looked at the role of finance in the process of 
accumulation and the major sources of development finance in developing 
countries. We feel that the literature on this topic deals with the subject 
at a aggregated level and in a static perspective. No mention is made about 
the dynamics between public and private sectors, with the exception of fiscal 
studies. Merely a definition of the different sources of finance is given, but 
the different patterns of responses that the private sector adopts as a result 
of government policies in not made clear. That is, the process of adjustment 
of different economic agents in the economy under conditions of macroeconomic 
disequilibria at both the internal and external levels. 

In the next section we will look at how the government in the case of 
Dominican Republic has engaged in different development strategies, which 
involved high levels of investment and therefore higher levels of finance and 
how the private sector adjusted to the concomitant policies. The analysis of 
the accumulation balance is taken as a departure point to understand properly 
the dynamics among the public and private sectors under different external 
conjunctures, which will underpin the nature of the process of adjustment 
which relates to the partial absorption of the state sector of external shocks 
and the concomitant responses by the non-state sector. 

38 For further development of World Bank and IMF contentions see 
FitzGerald et al {1988) as well as for empirical evidence on the shifts in the 
ex-post accumulation balances for different groups of DCs. Also, for empirical 
evidence see FitzGerald and Sarmad (1990). 
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single year was the increase below 10 percent. Export prices and volume grew 
at 15 and 9 percent, respectively. Real value added in mining grew 38 percent 
a year, although it started from a low base: manufacturing by 14 percent a 
year; and construction by 18 percent a year. This period stressed those major 
sectors where the country had a strong comparative advantage: raw sugar 
exports reached one million metric tons, ferronickel reached 80 thousand 
metric tons, and tourism began to expand. Manufacturing was directed towards 
import-substitution possibilities40• Thus, export expansion was the main 
driving force of growth. 
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As the economy was growing rapidly, it was experimenting dramatic 
structural transformations because of the emergence of import substitution 
industries. In this sense, economic policy tended to provide stimuli to 
investments in a potential industrial sector. At this stage the country lacked 
an industrial base and, the implementation of the Law 299 (1968) for 
industrial incentives was the vehicle used by the authorities to stimulate 
the creation of the industrial infrastructure. Tax exemptions were provided 

40 Ibidem. 
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oil shock of 1974, by subsidizing oil prices with earnings from sugar. Another 
critic of the World Bank (1987) 44 was that the incentive framework channelled 
much new investment into sectors that were not internationally competitive and 
whose existence was predicated on implicit subsidies through the pricing, 
tariff or financial systems. For example, industry, producing for a highly _ 
protected domestic market, grew by more than 9 percent during the period 1966-
76. Non-tradable sectors also grew rapidly, most notably construction at more 
than 13 percent per year. These investments left the economy poorly positioned 
to respond to the additional shocks that were to come. 

2. The Period of Stagnation and Descent into the Crisis (1975-81). 
Since 1974 several new external factors came into play to decide to a 

great extend the future of the economy. In this sense export prices, 
particularly that of sugar, became substantially more volatile adding 
constraints to the short-term manageability of the economy. Exports prices 
reached a peak in 1975, declined by 30 percent in the 1977-79 period, reached 
a new peak in 1981, and fell drastically by 40 percent in 1982. The oil price 
shocks of 1974 and 1979-80 increased the fuel import bill tenfold, reaching 
US$500 million by 1981. As a result of these changes in relative prices, terms 
of trade deteriorated severely. In 1977 only the petroleum bill absorbed 60 
percent of all sugar export earnings, but by 1982 it had risen to 133 percent 
of sugar earnings4~ 

Apart from the deterioration in the terms of trade, a second external 
factor was the decline in export volume induced primarily by the recession in . 
the industrialized countries. By 1982, the volume index of exports had 
declined one fifth below its 1978 value4~ 

A third external factor was the abrupt rise in interest rates in the OECD 
countries; this pushed up the cost of the Dominican Republic's foreign 
borrowing. Service payments on public foreign debt rose from US$88 million in 
1978 to US$246 in 1979 and, after dropping slightly in 1980-81, rose to US$256 

44 see also Guiliani (1987) "El Sistema Tributario Dominicano". 
4~ See World Bank (1985) "Dominican Republic: Economic Prospects and 

Policies to Renew Growth". 
46 Ibidem. 
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terms of trade and 35 percent attributable to export volume. 
But a discussion of the transmission mechanism, rather than the excessive 

external borrowing by the central government, regarding the effects of fiscal 
deficit on the external deficit in order to identify the direction of the 
causal relationship among this two variables, is not made clear. This raises 
questions as regard the relative importance of the different factors that are 
responsible for the deterioration of D.R.'s external position, i.e. terms of 
trade deterioration, export volume declines, and interest rate rises. 

The World Bank (1985) argues that government policy responses were 
insufficient to cope with external shocks and secular stagnation. In spite of 
the unfavourable external environment, imports kept growing at rates above 
that of GDP growth. During the period 1975-80, capital goods and raw materials 
imports grew at 8 percent a year in real terms, largely financed by increasing 
private and public external borrowing. The growth in imports and borrowing was 
encouraged by an exchange rate policy which made imports artificially cheap 
and effectively eliminated exchange rate risks to private borrowers4~ 

The fiscal situation also suffered a continuous deterioration. Current 
savings declined sharply and even became negative by 1982, as the current 
revenues did not keep up with expenditures. Central government revenues fell 
from 15 percent of GDP in 1970 to 10 percent in 19825~ 

Cuddington' s views on the factors that contributed to the current 
financial crisis and economic slowdown in the D.R. concentrate particularly 
on the domestic factors contributing to the build-up of external debt rather 
than on external shocks. In this sense, four long-term changes account for 
much of the growth in debt: i) major changes in investment and savings 
behaviour of the public and private sector; ii) the erosion of the public 
sector finances; iii) the surge in government consumption after 1976; and iv) 
sharply adverse trends in government's revenue raising ability. 

Cuddington's analysis on the changes in investment and savings behaviour 
of the public and private sectors uses as a period of analysis the mid-1960s 
and the 1970s to explain the transition of D.R. from a low investment to a 
high fovestment economy. However, we believe that in order to understand 
properly the dynamics of investment and savings one has to analyse the trends 
in these variables during the decade of the 1970s and the 1980s. This is 

49 World Bank (1985} 
50 see Statistical Appendix, Table 3. 
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The third point regarding the surge of government consumption after 1976 
as an important caused of the growing deficit does not take into account the 
fact recognized by the World Bank (1987), that the incentive scheme, with 
large amounts of exemptions under the industrial and tourism laws provided to 
the private sector was one of the main factors contributing to the eating away 
of public savings and the resulting deterioration of the fiscal deficit. 
Indeed our figures revealed that public consumption decreased by 1 percent of 
GDP between 1970-73 and 1974-77, and then increased again by 1 percent in the 
period 1978-81, whereas private consumption surged from 74 to 76 percent in 
the first two periods. Again we believe that in any case, such increase in 
public consumption, per se, given its magnitude, can not be regarded as a main 
caused of the fiscal deficit. 
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to US$2.2 billion in 198051. The situation by 1982 was grave: the overall 
public sector deficit was 6 percent of GDP, the current account deficit of the 
balance of payments was 6.5 percent, and international reserves of the Central 
Bank fell to an unprecedented figure of minus US$679 million. Arrears were 
accumulating and international commodity prices offered no relief. The 
government could not longer meet its debt service of US$396 million and could 
not meet the demand for dollars at the official rate. The country had no 
recourse other than stabilization and debt rescheduling5~ 

3. Stabilization Efforts (1982-87). 
In 1983 an Extended Facility Agreement was approved by the IMF for a 

period of three years. The objective of the program was to achieve a 
sustainable position of the balance of payments. The main goal was to diminish 
the loss of international reserves of the Central Bank by reducing the deficit 
on current account and avoiding a further deterioration of the capital 
account. 

Regarding the fiscal policy, the goal was to reduce the public sector 
deficit from 7 percent of GDP to 4 percent. This was expected to be achieved 
by the introduction of new taxes, which included a sales tax (ITBI) 5~ the 
reduction of government current expenditures; and the reduction of the 
operational losses of the public enterprises by eliminating subsidies and re
adjusting prices, among other measures. 

At the external level, the aim was to accelerate the transfers of imports 
from the official to the parallel market, and the rescheduling of US$660 
million in foreign debt. But the government abandoned the program in the mid-
1983 and adopted an expansionary policy in an attempt to offset the fall in 
GDP. 

Throughout 1984 the authorities began to implement a transition program 
with the consent of the IMF which resulted in an increased of food and other 
consumer prices, a raise in petroleum prices, credit austerity, and strict 
control of public expenditures. It also transferred all imports except oil and 
debt service to the parallel market. 

51 see Statistical Appendix, Table 1. 
52 World Bank (1987) "Dominican Republic: An Agenda for reform". And, 

Statistical Appendix, Table 1. 
53 Impuesto a las Transferencias de Bienes Industrializados. 
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Although in theory the Fund recognizes this issue, in practice, the lack 
of a more gradual treatment in the application of policies with a greater 
inflow of resources, altogether with other complementary policies did not 
allow a process of growth based in a diversification of exports structure in 
the longer term. 

The devaluation of 200 percent of the exchange rate did not result in a 
better performance of the export sector as argue by the Bank5~ Indeed, in an 
economy like Dominican Republic where 90 percent of exports consist of primary 
products, which in turn are characterized by a low elasticity of supply, a 
devaluation would not result in an increase in net exports5~ 

Regarding the fiscal policy we believe that the burden of adjustment 
concerning the fiscal deficit could have been distributed in a more equitable 
way if the new taxes would have been on property and income instead of the 
indirect taxes which were applied on consumption and led to social disruption 
in april 1984. 

In 1986, the Balaguer administration took office and pursued a policy of 
selective moratorium on repayments of principals. Interest payments to 
official creditors such as the IMF, World Bank, and Interamerican Development 
Bank have been maintained, but those to private creditors have in some cases 
been in arrears. In 1987 and 1988, external debt repayments (excluding the oil 
financing facilities payments) amounted to US$352 and US$341 million 
respectively, at a time when no new credit was requested. Meanwhile, talks 
with the IMF on a new accord have been suspended and both the main candidates 
in the 1990 presidential elections (Balaguer and Bosch) made clear their 
opposition to a new agreement with the Fund6~ 

58 See World Bank ( 1987) 
59 See Pe 11 era no (1989). 
60 see Cuddington and Asilis (1990) "Fiscal Policy, the Current Account 

and the External Debt Problem in the Dominican Republic". Journal of Latin 
American Studies. Vol . 22, No. 2. 
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The data set is contained in the statistical appendix, and not all the 
components are used in the present analysis, rather the provision of the set 
as a whole is an attempt to lay the basis for future research. In the next 
section we will concentrate on the main sources and methodology used in the 
construction of such data framework. 

2. Sources and Methodology. 
The statistical appendix consist of seven main tables from which other 

sub-tables are derived. The former are given on a yearly basis from 1970 to 
1987, and the latter are grouped in seven sub-periods: 1970-79, 1980-87, 1970-
73, 1974-77, 1979-81, 1982-85, and 1986-87. This is done, firstly, in order 
to stress the different governmental periods which determine to a great extent 
the behaviour of main macro variables due to domestic policy packages apply 
by the administrations in question (expansionary policies, stabilization 
policies, etc.}, and secondly, to take into account the different conjunctures 
of the international economy which affect largely the performance of small 
open economies like the Dominican Republic (i.e. the oil shocks of the mid
seventies and early-eighties, the commodity boom of the early-seventies, the 
interest rates shock of the early-eighties, the recession in the 
industrialized economies and so on). 

The first table is composed of some general indicators, foreign trade 
transactions, and external debt. The foreign trade indicators are given in 
US dollars and have been taken from World Tables (World Bank, 1989, various 
issues}, with the exception of the structure of imports, comprising raw 
materials and capital goods for the different sectors, which have been taken 
from ECLA (Statistical Yearbook for Latin America and the Caribbean, various 
issues). The balances are deducted as the difference between the credit and 
debit sides of the categories in question (only where applicable}. The 
external debt indicators are taken from Word Debt Tables (World Bank, 1989, 
various issues}. The item "Transfer of Resources from (to} the North" is the 
sum of the increase in long-term debt plus factor services plus direct 
investment. 

The second table comprises the main macroeconomic aggregates given in 
constant prices of 1970. It includes the GDP and its components: Consumption 
(C), Investment (I} and Savings which are disaggregated in public and private 
sectors. The domestic absorption is just the sum of total consumption and 
investment. Gross Domestic Savings (GDS} is the difference between GDP and 
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Republic. The standard national accounting framework has been used: 
GDP identity is: 
(1) GDP= C +I+ X - M 
where, 

Cs consumption 
I• Investment 
X • non-factorial exports 
M • non-factorial imports 

To derive the accumulation balance: 
(2) I• GDP - C + M - X 
(2a) I• Sd + (M - X) 
where, 

Sd = domestic savings 
If net factor payments are included: 
(3) GDP - F = C + I - F + X - M 

then 
(4) I= (GDP - C - F) + (F + M - X) 
where, 
(GDP - F - C) =Sn= national savings 
(F + M - X) =Se= external savings 
Rearranging identity (4) we have the accumulation balance: 
(5) I - Sn= (F + M - X) 
(Sa) Sn= I - F + (M - X) 

The sixth table is just the current account of the balance of payments 
and the data is taken from World Tables (World Bank, various issues) and 
updated with IMF (Dominican Republic: Recent Economic Developments, 1989). 

In the last table we attempt to present a series of indices on wages and 
prices. Nevertheless, lack of data on wages and labour statistics did not 
allowed for a more complete version of it. 

The analysis of the data will reveal in the first place, the evolution 
of the trade sector, showing that the stagnant exports and therefore the 
foreign exchange inflow have not been able to finance the necessary level of 
imports, resulting in a deficitary balance of trade and increase external 
indebtedness. 

Secondly, an analysis of the fiscal structure will lead to the conclusion 
that the tax system in the Dominican Republic is dependent on a very narrow 
tax base, which provides a low degree of elasticity to the tax system, given 
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mainly on foodstuffs via subsidies to the Price Stabilization Institute 
{ INESPRE). In fact public investment fell to an average of 5% of GDP and 
private investment adjusted downwards. In 1987, the policies of the 70s are 
retaken. 

Public and private savings show quite different trends according to 
periods. Government savings reached 9% of GDP in 1975, whereas private savings 
decreased sharply from 14% in 1973 to 8% in 1974, and 6% in 1975. But, in the 
second sugar price shock {1980), government savings declined abruptly to 1% 
of GDP and less in the subsequent years, whereas private savings recorded 10% 
of GDP. This fact suggests that the oil shock of the early 80s was mainly 
absorbed by the public sector, which implemented policies towards subsidizing 
gas. 

During the decade of the 70s public investment averaged 7.1% of GDP and 
private investment 14.9%. In the decade of the 80s the averages were 4.7% and 
17.1% respectively. Public savings have been the more depressed in the early 
80s due to the oil shock, and private savings to a lesser extend. Both 
variable show a recovery in 1987. On average in the decade of the 70s internal 
finance came from the public sector, and in the 80s from the private sector. 
From the 70s to the 80s public savings fell by 5% of GDP and private savings 
increased by 5% of GDP. 
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the 1970s the state became an active agent in the production process, and the 
strong expansion of private investment was accompanied by a similar expansion 
of public investment; the state could rebound from external shocks such as the 
increase in oil prices of the mid-1970s due the large amount of resources that 
the sugar sector provided; and furthermore, the state provided enough finance 
and infrastructure for the private sector to develop rapidly. However, during 
the decade of the 1980s the role of the state is undermined by its inability 
to generate the necessary resources for accumulation and its position is 
weakened in from of the civil society. Thus, constituting the fiscal crisis 
of the Dominican state. 

3.2 Foreign Trade. 
The balance of trade of the Domini can Republic has been showing a 

systematic deterioration, this being most remarkably in the early 80s. 
Nevertheless, external shocks have affected the economy in certain periods, 
and this shocks have not been met by domestic policies in order to adjust the 
economy. The most important shocks refer to: firstly, the 1975 boom in sugar 
prices, which resulted in a surplus of the trade balance of US$ 121 million. 
However, these resources were mainly used to finance higher level of imports 
of raw materials and consumer goods. Secondly, the oil shock of 1980, which 
provoked a sharp deficit of the balance of trade of US$678 million, an 
increase of almost 100%; this shock was not met by a concomitant increase in 
the volume of exports, but rather a sharp deterioration of traditional exports 
happened. And thirdly, the debt shock of the 80s, which has been met mainly 
by the state sector, in detriment of government savings. 

Despite these shocks, historically the balance of trade has shown 
deficitary trends and export revenues has not been able to meet import demand, 
which reflects the high dependency on imports of the Dominican economy. 

Exports averaged US$583 million in the decade of the 70s and US$860 
million during the 80s, whereas imports averaged US$729 and US$1433 million 
respectively. 

One of the main structural weaknesses of the Dominican economy is 
reflected in both the structure and the dynamic of the exporting sector. 
Primary commodities have accounted for the largest share of total exports and 
manufactures for a smaller share. During the decade of the 70s primary goods 
accounted for 82 percent of total exports whereas manufactures accounted for 
18 percent. In the decade of the 80s these shares were very similar, those of 
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that there was a drastic fall in this kind of finance from 13.2 percent of 
imports of goods and services in the period 1968-77 to 4 percent in 78-81 and 
2.6 percent in 1982-866~ 

The "Transfer of Resources from the North" between the decade of the 70s 
and the 80s have only increase slightly from US$95 million to US$116 million, 
which has not been enough to finance the necessary level of imports and 
resulting in increase external debt. 

Another fundamental problem was the incapability of the government of 
implementing a fiscal reform. Indeed the tax structure was design to stimulate 
the urban industrial sector, and was characterized by the large amount of 
exemptions, which in turn, did not allowed for a greater degree of elasticity 
of the tax system to cope with increasing expenditure needs. 

The debt crisis is mainly reflected in a debt service ratio mounting from 
15% in the decade of the 70s to 27% in the 80s; a debt/GOP ratio that doubled 
from 21% to 42% in the same period. 

The main problematic that the previous analysis show is that there has 
been a major shift from the public to the private sector originated in the 
style of import-substitution industrialisation, resulting in a deterioration 
of public finances, which in turn, has made the government to finance its 
deficit with external resources leading to an unsustainable external debt 
problem. 

63 See Ceara Hatton, M. (1990). 
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percent ad valorem tax on all imports, excluding exonerated imports; b) Low 
136 which established a 4 percent surcharge; c) Law 346 of 1972 establishing 
a minimum tariff of 10 percent; d) Law 597 of 1977, raising the tariff rate 
on machinery, equipment, and spare parts to 20 percent; and finally, e) Law 
48 of 1982, which established a one-year additional 10 percent import tax. 

The resulting tariff system is extremely complex to administer. Additive 
tariff laws have specific and ad-valorem tariffs requiring that each product 
be calculated individually. All many cases of total or partial exonerations 
arising from special contracts between particular enterprises and the 
Government create special laws granting specific tariff exonerations. The most 
important source of tariff exoneration is Law 299, which grants to registered 
import-substitution firms substantial exonerations -up to 95 percent- on 
import tariffs on raw materials and intermediate inputs, as well as 
significant tax exemptions for reinvestment. 

2. The Incentive Structure for Non-Traditional Exports. 
The Export Incentives Law (Law 69), implemented in mid-1980, grants 

incentives to non-traditional exports by providing both foreign exchange and 
fiscal incentives. The former partially exempts exporters from the surrender 
requirements of currencies obtained from non-traditional exports. The latter 
included a tax certificate credit (Certificado de Abono Tributario -CAT) until 
october 1983 and a drawback system to admit imported inputs to export 
production. 

2.1 Foreign Exchange Incentives. 
The foreign exchange incentive scheme allows exporters of non-traditional 

products to keep a fixed portion of their foreign exchange earnings by 
exempting these exporters from the requirement that they surrender all foreign 
exchange earnings to the Central Bank. The percentage exemption varies between 
20 percent and 100 percent according to several factors. The most important 
seems to be the domestic value added, which also establishes the eligibility 
criteria for granting the incentive. To be eligible exports have to have a 
domestic component of at least 30 percent of their f.o.b. price. Other factors 
include the development of new products and new markets for exports, the net 
foreign exchange earned, and the region where the product is produced. The 
return portion can be sold on the parallel market, thus increasing the peso 
receipts of the exporter. 

The number of products granted by the foreign exchange incentive 
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diversified industry, which articulates to the rest of the sectors in the 
economy. Administrative complexity and political corruption, among other 
factors, have led to a crisis of the state itself and to the inability of 
mobilizing resources in the economy in order to promote growth and social 
welfare. 

3. Fiscal Policies, External Shocks and Macro-Management Capacity. 
The Dominican Republic is experiencing the worst fiscal crisis in the 

country's recent hi story. In order to understand the process properly, one has 
to look at the dynamics of the public sector itself, the private sector and 
the external sector. In this way we can see that the origins of the fiscal 
crisis of the state in Dominican Republic is the result of a large set of 
elements, stemming from the complex interrelationships among the actors in the 
domestic economy and the world economy. 

As we mention in the previous section, the Dominican Republic, as well 
as other Latin American countries engaged in a process of import-substitution 
industrialisation after the mid-sixties in an attempt to diversify the sugar
based economy. The way in which this process was undertaken laid the basis for 
the crisis after the mid-1970s. This crisis was materialized by the different 
external shocks that affected the region. At this moment the country lack a 
fiscal structure that would have permitted the necessary adjustments. 

3.1 Fiscal Structure. 
The fiscal structure of the Dominican Republic is characterized by a tax 

structure which is not able to keep up expenditure needs under an unfavourable 
external environment. The narrow tax base and the administrative complexity 
of tax collection will lay the basis for the analysis of Dominican fiscal 
crisis, and the further conclusion that the state has been both incapable and 
unable to adjust and stabilized the economy during external shocks in order 
to facilitate the process of accumulation and growth. Indeed, current revenues 
in the D.R. are totally depressed. In 1987 they only reached the share of GDP 
of 1970, that of 15%, which means that under the presence of external shocks, 
such as the fall in commodity prices, the oil shocks, and the debt shock, the 
government have been left with practically no resources in order to meet these 
shocks. The highest and exceptional share was in 1975, that of 17% of GDP, 
which is explained by the highest international trade tax collection, that of 
55% as percent of current revenues. Since then trade taxes have been 
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by an increase of 12% in production and sales taxes, which led to social 
disruption in 1984. Non-tax revenue increase 4% from 12% in the 70s to 16% in 
the sos. 

D,R: CURRENT" REVENlES STRlCTIJFE 

•....-------------------, 
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As% of total expenditure, current expenditures increased by 11%; capital 
expenditures decreased by 12%; and, total investment fe~l by 14%, between the 
70s and the 80s. Social security, health, education, and housing expenditures 
all fell on average terms. 
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In this sense Cuddington and Asilis (1990) 67 argue that there is a very 
high correlation between the public sector deficit and the current account 
deficit in the Dominican Republic. Indeed our testing reflects that there is 
certain degree of association between these two variables but this 
relationship changes according to the period of analysis. As we mention in 
chapter two Cuddignton's analysis only takes into consideration the decade of 
the 1970s, and it is our believe that there are some radical changes between 
this decade and the decade of the 1980s affecting the current account deficit 
and the public sector finances in such a way that this causal relationship can 
not be established at all, given especially the negative effect of external 
shocks in both the position of the current account due to terms of trade 
deterioration and higher interest rates, and thus in the position of public 
sector finances due to deterioration of the revenue-raising ability by the 
government. Our estimation for the period of 1970-79, suggests that there is 
a positive relationship between the public sector deficit and both the current 
account deficit and trade deficit. But for the period of 1980-87 there is no 
relationship at all as suggested by our estimates. 

The results were as follows: 

(1970-79): dB= -0.0443 + 1.1035 dD 
(2.74) R-square: 48 % 

dB*= -0.0405 + 0.7728 dD 
(2.29) R-square: 40 % 

(1980-87): dB s -0.0337 + 0.6163 dD 
(0.66) R-square: 7 % 

dB* s -0.0105 + 0.7647 dB 
where, (0.76) R-square: 9 % 

8 = Current Account Deficit as percent of GDP 
B* = Trade Deficit as percent of GDP 
D • Public Sector Deficit as percent of GOP 

t-in parenthesis 

A large amount of literature has dealt with this issue and a significant 
relationship for some countries has been found, whereas for many other 
countries the result was negative6~ The conclusion of most of these authors 
in the case of a positive relationship between the current account deficit and 
the public sector deficit, as Mansur (1989) explains for the case of the 

67 See Cuddington and Asilis (1990) p.341 
68 see for example Milne (1979); Kelly (1982); Tahari (1978): in Mansur 

(1989); and Cuddington and Asilis (1990). 
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investment expanded rapidly and private investment followed. But the incentive 
scheme explained before was neither set in a performance basis nor in a quid 
pro quo basis. The large amount of exemptions provided under the different 
incentives laws tended to erode public savings whereas the low tax pressure 
resulted in increased private savings, which in turn resulted sometimes in 
capital flight. This means that in the decade of the eighties the fiscal 
sector is in a crisis that it has to finance its expenditures for investment 
with internal credit, given that the external funds are very tight because of 
the debt problem. 

We run some econometric regressions relating public and private 
investment in order to test how public investment affects private investment 
through the "crowding-in" effect of infrastructure provision. We tested for 
different periods, and we obtained that for the period 1970-87 there was a 
negative relation between the two variables, whereas for shorter periods no 
statistical relationship was found. 

The results were as follows: 

(1970-87): dip z 0.1999 - 0.6849 dig 
(2.02) R-square: 20 % 

(1970-79): dip K 0.2217 - 1.0299 dig 
(l.66) R-square: 26 % 

(1980-87): dip= 0.1545 + 0.3489 dig 

where, 
(0.55) R-square: 5 % 

Ip= Private Investment as percent of GDP 
lg= Public Investment as percent of GDP 

t-in parentheses 

This raises questions as regards the composition of public investment, 
especially infrastructure, during different periods and the overall effect on 
private investment. But most of all this implies that other factors have to 
be taken into account when looking at the determinants of private investment 
in the D.R., such as availability of foreign exchange, profit expectations, 
etc. We tested a 1 so private investment as a 1 agged function of public 
investment and no significant statistical relation could be found. If any 
relation at all, it would be positive as suggested by our estimates for three 
to five lags. 
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of fiscal transfers and subsidies provided by the state and the special 
incentives offered to specific sectors. Regarding the access of the private 
sector to foreign capital markets we can see that during the decade of the 70s 
and sos external finance to the private sector accounted for 4. 3 and 4. O 
percent of GDP compared to 1.5 and 2.7 percent accruing to the public sector, 
respectively. Furthermore if we take into account that the large firms of D.R. 
are usually gathered in conglomerates, which include industrial activities, 
banking, "financieras", insurance companies, and so on and so forth, there is 
no a priori reason to believe that the use by the public sector of domestic 
and external resources, given its magnitude, crowds-out private investment. 
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Our main contribution for achieving this task have been the construction 
of a data base for the Dominican Republic which takes into account the central 
elements of the accumulation account itself from which the private sector 
ba 1 ances are derived by definition, the fi seal accounts, and the extern a 1 
sector accounts. This is a major step for the analysis of macroeconomic 
phenomena in the D.R. since the official available data is usually too 
aggregated and disperse so as to provide the necessary quantitative basis for 
any study of finance and capital accumulation. 

The main conclusion that emerges from our study is that the fiscal crisis 
by which the Dominican Republic is going through in the decade of the 1980s 
is the result of a multiple set of factors. At the internal level the major 
factor contributing to the current crisis have been the role of the Dominican 
state in the process of accumulation and allocation of resources. During the 
decade of the 1970s state expansion had served to provide support for the 
industrialisation process, but in so doing had generated a steadily worsening 
systemic fiscal crisis as the tax base both failed to keep up with expenditure 
and exacerbated and inequitable income distribution . (FitzGerald, 1978; 1983). 
Indeed, the major cause of the erosion of public savings and the deterioration 
of the fiscal deficit has been the provision to the private sector of an 
incentives scheme which did not provide the intended results in terms of 
economic returns and failed to develop an efficient and productive industry. 
This problem have been further exacerbated by the unexpected set of external 
shocks stenvning from the recession in the industrial market economies and 
the deterioration of commodity prices. All of this resulted in a debt problem 
which in the decade of the 80s the government can not longer manage as it 
confronts large political obstacles to tax reform and thus fails to perform 
the tasks that the logic of capital accumulation requires, namely, the 
mobilisation and allocation of resources by means of fiscal policy in order 
to increase growth and development. 

Our empirical evidence has shown that the interrelationship among 
economic agents in the Dominican economy and the way in which the fiscal, 
external, and private balances are structured within the accumulation balance, 
has changed substantially from the decade of the 1970s to the decade of the 
1980s, so as to deny: Firstly, that in the decade of the 1980s, the most 
important cause of the deterioration of the country's external position has 
been the large fi seal deficits; secondly, there has been a change in the 
dynamics of public and private sectors accumulation, so as to determine, in 
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°""8rall 5',plus IIDo,fici 0 (W) (l'J) (7) (17) (18) £,CJ 25 13 C15) (28£,) (161) (156) (2W) C21'D (711) (11D Cl:31) (217) 

c..u.1 ~t.u-.s 82 112 129 157 215 302 21£. 21'3 Z25 360 333 325 181 271 253 1i"1 (,JS 1.S11 

Scu--c&s: 
1) c..ntr...i Biric of" th... Doni.rac.an Aup.blic. 
2) Of'icina Hec:i.Clnal di> ~ CDff'IESI. 
3'.) s..o-.t.oriad<> T «raco c» l• f'himdanci• ',I Ofi cina Hacic,nal di, Pl.,.,;. f"ic.acicr, c:o-tl'lJIO • 
3'.) ICB £.c::x,ro,ac .-d Social ~ i n Latin ~ca. 
1> Mcrld Beri<0 Mcrld T .at,1- l 'l88. 
5) Mcrld Beri< (1'997) Doni.ni.ca> Aup.blic: A-> flganda fer Fllo,,for-... 
6) IHF (l':19!1) Doni.ni.c.an Aup.blic: Aioc:a.t. E.tctroaNi.c o.....l~. 
7) IHF • ~ Fi.---.cit Statistics. 



T.ml .. No.3.b 

~ 1'370 1'371 1972 1'373 l'JM 1'375 1"3i"6o l'.177 1'378 19i"'l l".Bl 1'981 1'382 1'983 1'981 1'385 1'98£, 1'387 

e«rtral ~ Fi,_.,..,. ~ of ll(p 

Cu-n,nl ~ 15.213 15."'l'J lf>.78 15.83 lf>."'l'J 18."'l'J 15.32 1-1.15 13.81 12.15 13.£,') 12.% 'J.77 JO.'JS 11.81 lf>.0'3 12.80 15.SL 
Tot.al ~t.u-.s 17.15 17.71 lf>.30 lf,.11 lf,. ]'f, lf>. 33 11.J£ 13.11 1-1.22 17. 7£, 15.88 11.87 12. 0'3 13.25 12.37 17. 13 12.'37 17 . (If, 

o.n--..nt. ~ t.u-.s. lass int...na.st. 11.so 10.7'3 'l."i'O 'J.Z3 '3.18 7.77 8.19 7.83 '3.19 10.15 'J.88 '3.38 8.'90 8.CJ8 '3.16 13.£,7 '3.15 7.1£, 
Cu-n,nl s...-i.rgs 3.18 1."i'O 1.83 1.87 5.72 'l.11 5.25 5.23 2.£,3 1.3£, 1.JO 1.1'3 -0.22 0.11 1.62 1.r.a 3.£,5 8.10 
0--.tl s.,p .. <Dll'fici t> -0.?0 -1.13 -0.37 -0.72 -0.62 1.92 O.&t 0.28 -0.'91 -5.a> -2.13 -2.13 ~-1'1 ~-51 -0.83 -1.11 -1.07 ~-00 
HIPt. Dotast:ic Dan-a.&ng 0.22 0.1£. 0.38 0.27 1.12 -0.(lf, -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 1.31 1.01 1.15 2.18 1.1'1 -0.25 -0.l'l -1.51 -0.32 
F....,..9" Dan-a.&ng O.&t 0.£,1 0.07 0.12 -O.J£ -0. 15 -0.30 -0.l'J -O.Z3 3.91 1.11 0.'32 0.&1 0.17 0.'91 1.&1 0.7'J 0.68 
f'ri.._... l»f'icit. T- ~)-Ig -0.11 -0.19 1.05 1.30 3.11 £,.07 2.£,5 2.37 1.13 0.39 1.77 1.1'J -0.52 0.1£, 1.62 1.11 2.31 3.17 
s.i.9"&<raJ9 0.09 o.m 0.05 o.m 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 o.oo 0.01 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 ..,_._ z of CuT-.-,l ~ 

r- '91.11 '31.SD 91..'98 'JS.37 $.77 'JS.18 '3£,.!:i'J $.02 'JS.'91 '915.7'3 'JS.£,3 'JS.f,1 '915.6£. '3£,.f,3 '37.13 '98.SD 92.'95 fR'.fR' 
Dinoct. ~ Z3.B:ll Z3.B:ll 21.73 22.80 2.71 23.27 25.91 21.0£, 23.05 Z3.B:ll 28.01 27.31 2'3.10 27.10 21.515 16.71 20.2'3 l'l.1'1 
I..,.,..T_ 20.01 20.57 21.£,5 22.01 22.91 20.05 22.91 18.12 1'9.91 20.92 25.16 21.19 a..21 21.66 22.20 15.80 J8.?S J6.£,5 
~T- 3.83 3.2'3 3.12 3.11 2.80 2.12 3.00 2."" 3.22 2.'ll 2.88 2.91 3.17 3.01 2.38 1.3£. 1.51 3.09 

Irdi.noct. T- 10.57 10.6,7 10.25 72.57 71.13 71.'Jl 10.15 1'1. 'Jf, 72.8'3 71.% 67.!:i'J 68.30 £,5.'Jf, 68.'J3 72.513 81.78 76,.11 10.33 
f'roGdian • Sal- T- 21.23 20."IZ J.'J. '915 17.72 J£.JO 15.60 21.91 Z3.1i' 25.77 26.30 26.00 30.'J3 3£..&1 3£,.51 37 .0'3 27.51 ~.25 21.513 

Intarnlltianal T.-... T- 17.09 19.01 17.87 1'J.£,5 52.7'3 51.61 1£..'95 "'l'J.51 11.'32 13.66 39.13 35.37 a..7'l 3).06, 3>.09 51.33 5.1'J 13.0'3 
Han-T_..,___ 5.!:i'J 5.S> 20.51 16.91 13.B:ll 11.17 15.lli! 12.39 20.87 15.lli! 28.'J'J 21">.'98 Jr..'915 l'l.'98 12.11 r..31 7.05 12.13 

~tu--.s ZofTot.l ~t,.,-
o.n-.,t~t.,._ r.7 .er. 6,1.'Ji! 60.25 513.11 SL.12 19.60 61.17 !:i'J.10 6£,.52 £,3.(lf, 68.39 6'3.% 80.05 76,.2'3 80.21 81.'915 71.53 11.11 
~ of ...... It SanoiCIIIS 8.31'. 7.1'9 8.15 'J.f,3 11.05 10.0'3 12.76, 12.10 13.37 12.51 12.01 12.B:ll 11.02 11.a. 17.71 11.7'3 13.0l' 8.515 
Int...at P-.,..,ts 0.18 I.OZ 0.77 1.16 1.33 1.01 1.515 1.1'1 1.81 5.'91 £,.Jlli, 6 . 88 7.21 8.51 6-.17 2.19 1.00 0.10 
T.-__,...,. It s.bsidi.- 16-.01 11.81 11.57 13.1'1 11.513 10.12 16-.80 16-.'91 18. l'l 15.213 16-.a> 15.11 17.38 16.c:t1 22.61 11.38 22.77 11.76, 

c.piu,l~tu,,s 32.11 38.09 39.15 11.SL 13.88 51.11 38.53 1).30 33.19 36..c:t1 31.61 3>.01 l'l.15 23.71 21.38 l'J.'Jf, 27.21 1£..80 
Tot.al I..-t..nl 21-~ 2'3-23 32.07 32.87 21.'98 28.1£, 2'3.60 2'3.11 22.36. 12.15 12.81 11.05 11.50 11.11 8.3> 7.53 10.:u 27.09 
c.pau,1 T.---,...,. 7.30 8.Al1 7.£,,'J 8.68 18.'90 21.11 7.88 10.51 10.62 23.31 17.B:ll 11. 'J') 7.05 'l.'J') 11.52 11.62 11.82 16.77 
Fi,-,cial I.-bsnt 

c-.tr-al ~ Fi........,_ 
~tu--.s 9' F..-.ctian Z of Taul ~ tu--.s 

Genw-al fllh.ni:st.-«ian 0.16;( 0.12?. 0.aR 0.11;;: 0.(G( 0.(G( 0.(G( o.cni: 0.(G( O.<n.: o.cni: o.cni: 0.(G( o.m.: 0.(G( 
Def"-- 'l.291'( '9.817. '9.37.1: 11.~ 11. 72.-.: 12.82Z 10.31.1: 8.36:c '9.r..-R 10. ~ 'J.22Z '9.01X 6,.681: 8.~ 5.~ 
Social Sea.ri t,,, • 1W ~--- 1.~ 1.~ 6.~ f,.~ r..-. 7.62';( 7.::Bc 7.35¥ 8.11.1: '9."t'R '9.~ '9.aR 5.911: f,.18( 1."t'R 
£dlc.atian 15.56..: 12-~ 11.11;;: 12.53?. 12.'!B-: 11.21.1: 13.SBI: 13.1:r( 15.IZ( 17.82Z 16.~ 16-.37.1: JO.£& 12-~ 'l.&P. 
HN.lth 12. i"8.t: 12. ~ 7.~ '9.-. 'l.~ 10.~ 'l.01;;: 'l.'91Z JO.~ 11-~ 11.13C 11.IZ( 7."61: 8."322 'l. 1R 
Housing 1.~ 1.~ r..i"R 8.17?. 7.~ 3.~ 2.51;;: 1.52'% 1. 77?. 2.1~ 1.6.S( 0.56.:: o.~ a.R 7.86;! 
00-- 1.71Z 1.'3£,;.: o.-. l.~ 1.18?. 1.1~ 3.SB( S.'9nc 1.~ 5.~ r..36:c 3. 72.-.: 2.36:c 1.1~ o.~ 

Earoi».c°""'"'1apNWlt. 38.~ 11.56.:: 53.-. 37.~ 1l.a! 11.22Z 31.86:'C 39.~ 11.~ 33.12';( 31.::Bc 38.ll':R 36..08:I: 1£..767. 53.~ 
Int.,,,st P.,.,.nb o.~ 1-~ 0.77;(. 1.16;( 1.~ 1.~ 1.55;( 1. 1'.S( l.~ 5. '91Z 6.JE.I: 6-.&R 7.2~ 8.51Z 6-.17.lt 2.1'311: 1.(G( o.~ 
""""'It....: 

0--all Slrplus Qlo,fici t> --1.~ --£..37.1: -2-~ --1.~ -3.£,7?. 11.77?. "'-~ 2.~ --£..&P.--2'3.~15-~11.~22-~l'l. ~ --£..06.i: --£..0lZ -5.89P. -7 .St;;: 
Cap& t.al ~ t.u-v5 312.l~ 38.(B( 39.~ 11.56..: 13.-. 51.-- 38.53?. 11-~ 33.- 36..9'11: 31.61Z 30.~ 19.JS: Z3.71Z J.'J.76Z 1'9.'36;1: 27.~ 1£..81:R 

S...--C.: T.oble HD.3 



File: CR-Cflicjtt 
T5lle tb."I 

~ l'RI l'Yl l'Y2 l'Vl l'Y"I l'.1'5 l'J76, l'F? l'PB 1'179 l'Bl 1'131 l'E2 l<.lll l':94 l'Jl5 l'H l'W 

U!pi t.Gl Aicjtt l'li.lliO'IS of l.6$ 
1. Di.red. IIM!'Stnent. !ii ~ "6 $ 5'I £A ro 4:, "() 17 'D 00 CD 41 £,'l 3i, ~ 89 
2. &nrs ad !n.55i.O'IS "I (5) (9) 1£, ()7) ("I) 33 ~ ([,) (73) 29 (28) ("ID 7 31 <V 7 21 
3. un-enl fb:a::u,l Balan, (JZi) (]24) (41) ('-E) Q<0 (75) (2<12) <a.5) CP.i) <33D <670) C:B3> (,q<B) ("1]8) (1£,3) (llll) <aY) G'L) 

"I. fhr,gP in L-T ~ Debt. OisbrsaEnl 11 5 1 75 £, 31 3:1 ("I) Jal 13:) (182) ]$ (aJ2) 9 <!iJ) <r.D (<B) 

5. Net fhwit. Shrl-urn uiptal ~ "11 l"I a) Bi' 26 17 <2D ~ 1$ 71 ("I) <78) ]24 

6. G-055Bsics" Asa,,ts 7 11 'l 8 10 17 3i, "() 25 9 1<'7 273 2'32 43 !13 J23 172 ]24 

wi:li.rqs,n ~ (2 • 5) 3') 3i, (<B) 3i, 70 2'2 "I') 29 29 113 'l'l GZ> <ll'D ~ 
Dooley ne-.--,t. {"I - (3 • 5)) 'l"I 3'3 7'} 231 $ 2$ Pl 336 3B 72'] 211 6,7(, 'll 
"rb-g!n" l1iN&renenl {(l • 4) - (3. flan 17"1 88 1-6 3:.1 1<'7 ~ DI ::e; "0} 765 15 :ni 2'21 Z:D 01) 2'I 26'3 
fhwit. tbbric Deposits in all f«rftg, &des 710 6£,() 311 a;() lEIJ £,'1] 8'I) 

Pnprl.ion of Culstading L.aw,rTwn Debt. -m 3'll J£aZ 3'll 2'lZ 23l a;,z 

Scaras: lb-ld &ric0 lb-ld T.ml..s Cl'B.D. 
IIF • Int.rnaitia'IIIII. Fillllncial Statistics YNrtxdc Cl'B.D. 

T~e l'b."l.e <R,,erq) 

C.onceptlYNr l'R0-7'1 l'BHli' l'Ji'0--.73 l'Y4-77 l'Ji'8-81 l'JP-ffi l';U,--67 

U!pi tail Fliq-,l tli.llia& of l.6$ 
1. Oincl IIM!'Stnent. "I') !ii 52 $ 9 3:1 70 
2. &rcrs ad 0.S5iO'IS ([,) 'l ClD 1£, G:'O) 11 l"I 
3. f.trnnl fb:xu1l IWenc.e <l"R> (3<B) ('l'D Gu.) C"l"ID QBD <27fa) 

"I. fhr,gP in L-T ~ Debt. DisbrsaEnl C2L) 3:1 18 (12) (52) 

5. Net fh~ Shrl-t..ern U!pi t.al "11 'll 'll 65 
r.. lrc&5 &rics" Asa,,ts 2'2 152 'l 26 121 12'l 141 
urlti.ngto, t1iNsrenenl (2 • 5) ~ 2D 17 ~ "6 
Dooley ne-.--,t. c-i - a • S>l 21£, 243 
·1trgtn· ne-.--,t. {(l • 4) - (3 • fla)) 22'1 273 2'l'l 100 1'£> 
fh~ tbbric Oepo5i ts in ell Fcn.-ig, &rics 683 765 
Pnprl.ion of futsta-di.ng l...aq-T ent Debt a« ~ 

Sotn:e: r 5lle tb."I 



fable No.5.a 

Ccrc!pt/Ye,rs l'W 1'371 1'372 1'373 1'37<1 1'375 1'37£, 1'377 l':178 1979 l':el l'Ill l'Il2 l'Ill l'D'I l'Hi l'H> l'W 

<Peroent. of W? 
ln;est,e-,l lCJ. l ]7.5 lCJ.7 Z2.l 23.3 ~-5 Z2.3 21.0 23.CJ 25.<I ~ . CJ 23.<I a'.l.O 21.2 21.3 lCJ.£, 10.1 25.0 

f\blic 5.1 7.2 8.1 7.3 7.7 CJ.5 7.<I 7.5 £,.3 <I.£, 5.2 "1.5 3.£, "1.0 3.'I "1.8 <1.5 7.£, 
Prill'lll.e 1<1.0 10.3 11.6 1"1.8 JS.7 JS.O l<I. CJ 1<1.3 ]7.£, a'.l.8 lCJ.7 10.CJ 1£..5 17.2 l7.CJ 1"1.8 13.6 10.3 

5M.rg; 10.<I CJ.1 17.5 lCJ."I JS.5 23.CJ 1£.. CJ 1£..3 JS.2 ]7 _.q 12."I 17.0 12.7 l"I.CJ JS.CJ 1"1.1 1"1.2 10.2 
fUilic "1."I S.CJ 7.CJ 6.6 5.3 11.3 7.5 £,.8 3.1 -0.£, -0.9 -1.r. - 3-41 -1.0 -3.3 0.1 0.4 3.3 
Pri ..... 6.0 3.2 9.7 12.8 10.2 12.r. CJ.'! 9.5 12.1 10.0 13.1 lCJ.5 l£,.l JS.CJ 19.2 14.0 13.'3 l"l.'3 

ll"llernlll fil'l!nOI!' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IUllic -1.r. -0.9 -1.5 -1.8 o.r. ~-5 0.0 0.£, 2.£, 2.3 1.5 "1.7 4.9 3.3 3.CJ ~-7 3.2 3.7 
PrillllM 1.6 O.CJ 1.5 1.8 -o.r. 2.5 0.0 -o.r. ~-£, ~-3 -1.5 --4.7 --4.8 -3.3 -3.CJ 2.7 -3.2 -3.7 

6arnlll Fi!W'lm 8.8 8.4 2.2 2.7 7.8 o.r. 5.4 5.5 9.7 8.0 12. 5 5.r. 7.3 £,.3 5."I 5.5 3.9 7.£, 
fUilic 2.3 2.2 1.7 2.5 1.8 0.7 -0.1 0.1 0.5 2.8 4.5 1.5 2.2 1.7 2.CJ 7.5 O.CJ o.r. 
Priwit.. r..s £,.2 0. .. 0.2 r..o -0.1 5.5 5.4 8.1 5.1 8.0 "1.1 5.2 "1.5 2.r. ~-0 2.CJ 7.0 

~ 1'3.5 lCJ.£, Z2.7 ~-5 Z7.CJ 32.5 25.1 ~-0 21.5 25.0 ~o a.."I a'.l.9 Z2.5 ;£.5 2'3.£, 23.2 a..0 

lf11Drls 28.2 28.0 ~CJ Z7.2 ~-7 33.1 31.5 2'3.5 31.2 33.0 3"..5 32.0 28.1 28.7 "11. CJ ~-1 Z7.0 34.5 

f\iilic deficiV 
suplU5 -0.7 -1.3 -0.3 -0.8 ~-"1 1.8 0. 1 -0.7 -3.1 -5.1 -f..O -f..2 -7.0 -5.0 -f..7 --4.8 --4.2 --4.3 

Siu-o: Tml• th.5 

rmi. tm.5.b 

~ ~ rBHF rJ10-?.3 1'94-ll l'P&-el l'E2-ffi l'Hrlfii' 

ln,esb,enl Z2.0 21.9 lCJ.£, 23.0 ~-4 a'.l.5 Z2.0 
f\blic 7.1 "1.7 7.0 8.0 5.1 3.CJ r..o 
Priwile 11.CJ ]7.1 12.7 JS.O lCJ.2 J6.£, JS.CJ 

Sm,i.rg; l6.2 15.0 H.l 10.2 JS.7 1"1-41 l6.2 
f\blic 5.8 -0.8 r..2 7.7 0.0 -1.CJ 1.9 
Prill'lll.e 10.3 JS.9 7.CJ 10.4 JS.7 l6.3 1"1."I 

Il"llernlll Finsre 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f\blic -0.2 2.8 -1."I -0.3 2.8 2.3 3.4 
Prill'lll.e 0.2 -2.8 1.4 0.3 -2.9 -2.3 -3."I 

£Ht.ernm Finsre 5.8 r..0 5.5 "1.8 8.7 r..1 5.7 
f\blic 1.5 2.7 2.2 0.£, 2.3 3.£, 0.9 
Prill'lll.e "1.3 "1.0 3.3 "1.2 £.."I 2.r. 5.0 

6'xrts ~-2 a..2 21.£, Z7."I ~-2 Z7.3 25.0 

l11)1l1-ls 31.0 33.0 Z7.l 32.2 32.CJ 33.5 31.7 

f\blic defici V 
s,.rplus -1.2 -5.5 -0.7 -0.3 -5.1 -5.CJ --4.2 --

Sotroe: Table No.5.a 


